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Killer pass football drills

Animation Controls (PCs, Macs, Laptops): Play animation Game step-by-step Repeat (on/off) Full Screen Pause Stop Back/Forward: Drag Timeline button We believe in a development system that focuses on producing and mediating intelligent football training through modern football exercises and coaching techniques. Player
Development ModelEvolution of Intelligence TrainingArt &amp; Science to cultivate future players, and non-mechanical creative footballers. Philosophical approaches to nurturing creativity and football education, to create world-class footballers. Read MoreDrill Goals (e)To train the ability to keep possession of the ball and to identify
correct angles of support and also timing of support. To train the ability to play a penetrating pass behind the defense. Drill no:: PO14Age: 12-15yrsNo. Players:6Area/Pitch:20x15yrdsDifficulty:EasyTime:15-20minsStandard View Diagram 1 ORGANIZATION:Using a 15x20yrd grid arranges 4 attackers and 2 defenders in the middle of the
net. INSTRUCTIONS: The 4 attackers try to keep possession of the ball by passing among themselves. The 2 defenders try to intercept the ball or force the attackers to waste passes outside the net. To add a transition to the activity, if defenders regain possession, they can dribble out of the game grid and earn a point for the defending
team. The game continues until the defenders are able to complete a pass to each other. Then the players rotate. A1 passes to A2 to retain possession. A2 then finds a pass that divides the defenders, earning the team 2 points. SCORING: 4 Strikers vs. 2 Defenders. Identify a specific number of consecutive passes the attacking team
must complete before a point is scored (for example; 6). A pass that splits the two defenders is worth two points. Defenders score by dribbling out of the playing area. DON'T KICK THE BALL OUT. KEY COACHING POINTS: Keep your head up to watch opportunites make a pass that divides defenders. Keep the ball speed high (pass the
ball quickly with limited details). Players without the ball must move within the net to create good passing angles. Move to good angles as the ball is moving, not after the passers received the ball. Players who pass the balll should move immediately after taking good positions to support. Safe passes to fellow attackers are such that they
can be checked to their advantage (infront, good weight of pass, on the ground, receiver open to the field). PROGRESSIONS:2 touch maximum of the attacking players. VARIATIONS: 4vs3 to make it harder.5vs2 to make the game easier. NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS: Players should be encouraged to get their heads up as much as
possible to see opportunites to divide defenders. This simulates players in a real game looking up to forward passes, through balls, etc. Charts were generated using Tactics Manager from Motion Player Can Do: Create 4 cones in a line about 15 yards apart. A starter rope, two middle middle next to each other, there is your imaginary
defender, then an end cone where your attacking partner stands. The fifth cone is placed up the field angled from inside your partner's cone about 10 yards. Now imagine you're dribbling across the field and the defenders are moving over with you. If you give a square ball to your teammate, have you done anything dangerous? No! The
defenders just shuffle across and the ball is still in front of them. This is where we want to play that killer pass behind the defense! So instead of passing square, pass behind the defenders and tell your teammate to run for it. Now the defenders are chasing and that's what we want! Do a set of 10 reps and then switch with your partner. If
you don't have a partner, just imagine you do and need the thought of playing one through the ball. One player in my U9s team is head and shoulders above the others when it comes to reading the game. He has the vision to see where he can pass the ball or know when to run with it. This is a player you can keep an eye on and care for
the future by giving him a key role at this early age. My player sits at the bottom of my midfield diamond in front of the two central defenders. From here he can go where he wants, as long as he makes sure that the space in front of the defense is protected. When you have a player in that position you want to see him keep possession and
allow other team members to make attacking runs. The idea is for your player with the vision of providing a killer pass, which puts one of your attackers in a goalscoring position. I use this floating player exercise to practice using this player. The floating player is always on the team in possession of the ball. That's how it works on a 30×20-
yard field, using two teams of four and a selected player in another colored bib. The lone player only plays for the team in possession. For both teams to score a goal, the floating player in the bib must receive the ball and feed it through to the forwards. The floating player will see a lot of the ball and have lots of passing decisions to make.
It is this repetition that will improve player passing, reception and decision-making. In email newsletters, Passing Possession is so important, it's worth spending as much time as you can on getting players reacting to having the ball and making decisions to keep it. They need to be turned on and you need to get them to look for support
runs and do runs themselves. MORE in Shooting, Soccer Exercises and Skills This session will put an end to wasted chances up front. It allows your players to experiment with their technique and get used to hitting the target with a snap shot or when you complete a move. MORE in email newsletters, Passing Keep possession of the ball
is key to winning games – if you have it your opponents haven't got it. There are tactical musts that go hand in hand with a possession game. To attention to where the ball is and where your teammates are is is So get your players to have a picture in their head of what they're going to do with the ball before it gets to them. MORE in
attacking, Passing Crowded penalty areas can allow attackers to hide their shooting by protecting themselves from the goalkeeper behind defenders. Can your attackers beat the blocking defenders and not hit their own players? MORE in Passing, Warm Ups Simple to create and simple to do, but it needs precise passing and good player
movement. Good for match days when you want a quick warm up for movement and technique more in Ball Control and Footwork, Passing Filipe Ragel under 19 head coach of marcet academy in Barcelona shares a video of his team working on possession, tapping and creating a product by passing into one of the goals. MORE Jump to
Content U11 U12 © 2020 Foundation Age Coaching. Built using WordPress and Hypnotization Theme Killer pass - Barcelona are experts on this... Think Neymar to Messi! This game encourages players to play a deadly pass through the defense and it also helps players make a killer run – so you're coaching on the ball and off ball
movement. This game coaches runner as well as passers. Coach players to be patient ... see a space make the pass. 1. Create a 30 x 30 meter area with a 2 x 2 meter area in the center. Divide your players into three defenders and six strikers. 2. Defenders only need to touch the ball to score a point, while the forwards must pass a ball
to a teammate in the square to score. 3. Players cannot wait for the square, they can only go there to receive a pass. The important thing here is that the pass and the race should be timed to work together, so the point is scored. 4. If players struggle to make the pass, make the space bigger. 5. Timing of runs is essential for the success
of the session – a killer pass needs a killer run to make it work! In Goalkeeping Games, Small Sided Games This session is about saving long shots and making sure any rebounds go safely. Long shots can cause problems if the goalkeeper loses the ball - lurking the striker only needs a sniff of the ball and it will be in the net. MORE in
email newsletters, Small Sided Games We've had a lot of fun games this season with all the stop and start leagues because of coronavirus. But when I ask the players what it is, they want to do they almost always ask for a shooter. With only one game left before Christmas, this is a good time to work on the vital areas of the game like
shooting at goal. MORE in Small Sided Games, Tactics This session shows you how to open the pitch and utilize space behind the defense. Your players will learn how to draw defenders to one side and switch play across the field to pull defenders apart and create space in the middle. MORE in small sided game, tactics This session will
give players the confidence to use their craft and vision to be able to switch play from one side of the pitch to the mere i e-mail Passing Possession is so important that it's worth spending as much time as you can on getting players reacting to having the ball and making decisions to keep it. They need to be turned on and you need to get
them to look for support runs and do runs themselves. MORE in email newsletters, Passing Keep possession of the ball is key to winning games – if you have it your opponents haven't got it. There are tactical musts that go hand in hand with a possession game. Being aware of where the ball is and where your teammates are is important,
so get your players to have a picture in their head of what they want to do with the ball before it comes to them. MORE
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